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in 1526, babur founded the first mughal empire in india. in 1526, babur founded the city of new delhi on the banks of the river yamuna. delhi was formally
recognized as the capital of the mughal empire and became the political, cultural, and administrative center of the mughal empire. most of the buildings in delhi
date from the mughal era, and the delhi region is considered the mughal empire's "cultural center." delhi fort is a large complex of buildings spread over a large

area. it is a large complex of buildings spread over a large area. it was built between 1526 and 1638 for the use of the mughal emperor shah jahan. it stands in the
center of the walled city of delhi. the complex consists of the red fort (or lal qila, as it is also known in the urdu language), shah jahan's tomb (or masjid-i-jahan),

diwan-i-khas (the hall of private audience), the diwan-i-khas (the hall of private audience), the diwan-i-khas (the hall of private audience), the diwan-i-khas (the hall
of private audience), the diwan-i-khas (the hall of private audience), the diwan-i-khas (the hall of private audience), the diwan-i-khas (the hall of private audience),

the shah mahal (the shah's palace), the jai mahal (the palace of glorious victory), the shah burj (the shah's pavilion), and the gur mahal (the palace of the guru). the
red fort or lal qila is a large complex of buildings spread over a large area. it is a large complex of buildings spread over a large area. it was built between 1526 and

1638 for the use of the mughal emperor shah jahan. it stands in the center of the walled city of delhi.
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new delhi (known as delhi since january 1966) is the capital and most populous city of india. it is also known as the national capital territory of delhi or the nct of
delhi and is administered by a lieutenant governor and a municipal council. the new delhi municipal council (ndmc) controls a greater area than the nct of delhi,
which is part of the national capital region of india. the unit has been placed on grade for the first time since it was installed at the delhi airport -terminal 2 and is
currently being tested. the joint venture company, which comprises of dinesh kumar and devyani sharma, also has a significant presence in the aviation supply

chain and logistics service markets. it has also secured long term contracts for waste collection and disposal services for the delhi airport. this is the first time that a
waste management company has been awarded such a contract. the delhi airport has also set up a new it unit at delhi airport. this is the first time that a private
sector company has been awarded such a contract. the company has developed a waste management solution for the delhi airport. this enables the airport to

manage its waste efficiently, thus improving the environment and enabling the airport to provide a safe and attractive environment for the passengers. the delhi
airport is the fifth busiest airport in india and the sixth busiest in the world, and is also the second largest airport in india, with an area of 50 square kilometres. the

airport serves a metropolis of over seven million people, and over 200 international and domestic flights daily. the airport is designed for an operation of twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week. it is also the first airport in india to be built on the principles of state of the art technology and is the first airport in india to be iso
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